The Center on Race, Law and Justice presents

Book Talk with Professor Sahar Aziz, Author of The Racial Muslim: When Racism Quashes Religious Freedom

November 30, 2021
4 - 5:30 p.m. EDT
Zoom Webinar
Why does a country with religious liberty enmeshed in its legal and social structures produce such overt prejudice and discrimination against Muslims? Sahar Aziz’s groundbreaking book The Racial Muslim demonstrates how race and religion intersect to create what she calls the Racial Muslim. Comparing discrimination against immigrant Muslims with the prejudicial treatment of Jews, Catholics, Mormons, and African American Muslims during the twentieth century, Aziz explores the gap between American’s aspiration for and fulfillment of religious freedom. With America’s demographics rapidly changing from a majority white Protestant nation to a multiracial, multi-religious society, this book is an indispensable read for understanding how our past continues to shape our present—to the detriment of our nation’s future.

AGENDA

4 - 5:30 p.m. | Discussion
(1.5 diversity, inclusion and elimination of bias CLE Credits)
featuring
Professor Sahar Aziz, Rutgers University Law School, author of The Racial Muslim: When Racism Quashes Religious Freedom
Professor John Tehranian, Paul W. Wildman Chair Professor of Law, Southwestern Law School
Moderator: Tanya Katerí Hernández, Archibald R. Murray Professor of Law, Fordham Law School

CLE CREDIT
Credit has been approved in accordance with the requirements of the New York State CLE Board for a maximum of 1.5 non-transitional diversity, inclusion and elimination of bias CLE credits.

CLE course materials are available at: law.fordham.edu/clematerials